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July Birthdays

MEMBER DATE
Denise Preston 17th

Marie Reynders 23rd

Leonard van der Merwe 25th

Maurice Pin 29th

Myron Blassoples 31st



Welcome to the 
Ride of Choice Chapter …

New Members …



Winter ROC`ers (Blister Butt)

The Annual Winter Rally (Blister Butt) was held at 
Wetlands Game Lodge in Wakkerstroom.  

There were two route options to choose from – 500km 
and 1000km.  41 Riders attended the Rally.



How does our Chapter work
SPONSORING DEALER

Sheldon Groenewald (EXCO)

ASSISTAND DIRECTOR ACTIVITIES
Ryan Bosch (EXCO)

ACTIVITIES OFFICER
Robert Mitchley

ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

CHARITY OFFICER
Marie Reynders

CHARITY COMMITTEE

MARKETING OFFICER
Leon Katzke

MARKETING COMMITTEE

L.O.H. OFFICER
Daleen Wolmarans

LADIES OF HARLEY

HEAD PHOTOGRAPHER
Jose Rebordao

PHOTORGRPHERS

CHAPTER SECRETARY
Carien van Rooyen (EXCO)

MEMBERSHIP OFFICER
Joanne van Greunen 

(EXCO)

ASSISTANT 
MEMBERSHIP OFFICERS

Jacqui Bosch
Carien van Rooyen

TREASURER
Marinda Maartens (EXCO)

BOOK KEEPER
Linda Kriedeman

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR RIDING
Kallie Wolmarans (EXCO)

HEAD ROAD CAPTAIN
Konrad de Beer

ROAD CAPTAINS
Andre Reynders

Kallie Wolmarans
Hans Vogelsang
Tony McManus

MARSHALLS

L.O.H. ROAD CAPTAIN
Daleen Wolmarans

BIKER BUDDY CAPTAIN
Jo Mansell

BIKER BUDDIES

SAFETY OFFICER
Norman Davies

TRAINING OFFICER
Hans Vogelsang

TRAINING TEAM

DIRECTOR
Andre Reynders (EXCO)



As bikers we have a brother- and sisterhood.  

We look past gender and race and are all brothers and sisters in our Chapter.

Symbolistic meaning behind the skull



1953: Golden Jubilee Logo
In 1929, Harley Davidson came up with a V-shaped engine. The new engine was such 

a massive hit that it was in use until 1972, going through a few modernization stages. 

To celebrate its 50th anniversary in 1953, the company decided to come up with a new 

logo version, in honour of its V-shaped engine, which brought record success to the 

firm.

The letter “V” on the memorial logo signifies the V-twin engine. This version of the 

Harley Davidson logo was seen on motorcycle front fenders in 1954. The emblem was 

designed inside a circle, with the V outside its bounds. Located in the upper section of 

the shield was an inscription “Harley Davidson,” “50 Years”, as well as “American 

Made.”

The Harley Davidson Logo Evolution

1910: Original Harley Davidson Logo
Harley Davidson officially made its first motorbike in 1903, but the company’s first 

official logo appeared only in 1910. That year is thought to be the start of the Harley 

Davidson logo history.



2008: 105th Harley Davidson Anniversary Logo
In 2008, Harley Davidson celebrated its 105 years of operations by introducing another 

commemorative logo that looked like the 2003 version. The shield and bar were 

positioned in the center of the circle, which was orange, black, and the curved wings 

rose from the shield’s edges and went past the ring.

Between the logo’s wings, there was the lettering “105 years”, and the period 1903-

2008 was placed along the outline of the ring at the bottom. This logo design appeared 

only on Rocker, Rocker C, and Dyna Fat Bob motorcycles that were manufactured that 

year.

2003: Centenary Logo
To celebrate Harley Davidson’s 100 years of existence in 2003, the company 

introduced a new logo design. It consisted of the same shield and bar, with wings 

placed around them.

On either side of the wings, the dates 1903 (year of the company’s founding) and 2003 

(year of the company’s 100th anniversary) were placed. There was a figure, 100, under 

the shield and bar. This is one of the most common Harley Davidson logos, and it 

appears on the company’s motorcycles and related accessories.



Current Harley Davidson Logo
The shield and bar design has been used in numerous variants of the Harley Davidson logo over the years. 

Sometimes this version, made in the classic combination of black and orange, appeared on motorcycles. 

Also, there are versions of basic, crisp, steel logo design.



We want you to be involved …
Should you wish to become more involved 

in the Chapter by joining a Committee, 

becoming a Biker Buddy or Marshal 

you‘re welcome to contact one of  the 

Membership Officers.

Joanne 083 445 1397

Jacqui 084 020 0224

Carien 082 449 3773

Nobody can do everything, but everybody can do something.  

Building OUR Chapter is a team effort and there is no “I” in TEAM !

https://www.hog-roc.co.za/store#!/CHARITY/p/418298337/category=0


Thank you …
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